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Statement of Philosophy
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



2022

Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
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Actions NQS links Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources
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1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1 continued
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Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Success criteria



Actions NQS links Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2 continued
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Roles and responsibilities

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Endorsements

Endorsed by director/principal
Name

Date

Name

Date

Endorsed by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Endorsed by education director 


	Service name: Alberton Preschool (The Nest)
	Service approval number: SE-00010118
	Service Context: The Nest is co located with Alberton Primary School. The school is a Category 3 site located in the City of Port Adelaide Enfield council. The Nest provides high quality early childhood education for 3  - 6 year old children in a culturally diverse community.The Nest is an integrated setting that provides a developmentally responsive learning program for preschool and reception children. 20% of the students are Aboriginal, 15% have English as an additional language, and 17% have identified additional needs. Students with additional needs are supported through Department for Education support services and allied health support providers. The Nest is comprised of 3 home groups (1 Preschool and 2 Reception) each lead by Early Years Qualified teachers and supported by co educators. Each day children have learning opportunities with peers in their home group, and times to integrate  and learn with children and educators across the Nest. The playbased learning program provides opportunities for intentional teaching, self directed discovery, collaborative learning, and provides opportunities to develop the children agency and wellbeing.The Nest has expansive outdoor learning areas that include a mud pit, sandpit, swings, raised stage area, art studio, extensive undercover verandah area, climbing trees, landscaped gardens, rocky areas for climbing and a food garden. The indoor area comprises of 3 buildings which include a kitchen, toilets, office space, large open areas for indoor play experiences. The Nest has access to the school facilities which include a gym, café, garden, life science centre, oval, fixed playgrounds, library, and Ideas shed. The Nest is strongly committed to making a positive difference for the developmental, learning and wellbeing outcomes of all children.  We value and foster strong working relationships with our families and work collaboratively to build positive partnerships with our wider school community.The Nest operates 5 days a week from 8:45 am to 3:00pm. A playgroup is held on Friday mornings. The majority of students transition to school at Alberton Primary.  
	Name: Dan Jarrad/Briony Murdoch
	Name_2: 
	Date_2: 
	Name_3: 
	Date_3: 
	Date: 
	Click to upload logo_af_image: 
	acknowledgement: Kaurna
	Quality Area 2: Children's Health and Safety: Practice is Embedded in Centre Operations: Physical activity is promoted daily through planned and spontaneous activities (e.g. bike riding, rock climbing, ball skills). Gross motor skills are supported by intentional choices of equipment set up for outside play, and allow children to challenge themselves or test their confidence with support from educators. Covered and shaded areas provide protection for play to continue in wet weather as well as sun protection in summer. Fine motor skills are embedded in a wide range of activities providing options for individual choice and varying levels of development. The Nest has access to the Alberton School gym, playground and oval to broaden their physical activity experiences. Healthy eating is embedded in the Nest program through conversations with children, the Nest food garden, and information is shared with families. Children are involved in harvesting food grown and using it in cooking experiences. Each day children have intentional time to participate in mindfulness activities and ongoing opportunities for relaxation are provided. Children's comfort and well being needs are supported by educators in a positive, caring, and reassuring manner. The environment is set up to provide spaces inside and out for quiet and rest times. Educators are supportive, caring and respectful when supporting children with toileting routines and with the changing of clothing. Emergency medication, health care plans for children are developed, accessed  and recorded as needed. There is always multiple educators on site with the appropriate level of First Aid, Asthma and Anaphylaxis training. Any medications required on site are stored safely as per their instructions. Safe behaviours (e.g. hygiene- washing hands, sun safety, using mining equipment) are explicitly taught to children, regularly reinforced and modelled by educators. Plastic gloves, wipes, antibacterial hand gel is supplied for first aid use and changing. Educators follow Department for Education policies in responding to infectious disease.  Hot weather, wet weather, and water safety policies are in place and implemented. Children apply sunscreen after lunch (when UV rating is high) and are required to wear sun safe clothing in accordance to the sites specific Sun smart Protection Procedure. Evacuation/Invacuation/Lockdown procedures are displayed within the Nest and practiced regularly. All staff members are aware of their responsibilities and are mandated reporters and trained in Responding to Abuse and Neglect. The Child Protection Curriculum is taught by trained teachers throughout the year. Maintenance jobs are logged with whole of site facilities staff who assess the level of risk and arrange for jobs to be addressed in a timely manner.Practice is informed by Critical Reflection: Policies, practices and approaches to manage children's health and well being needs are reviewed and updated regularly. Educators conduct risk assessment for incursions, excursions and learning opportunities as required.  WHS issues are communicated with educators as required through PLT meetings, written, and verbal communication. Daily safety checks are conducted and recorded for the outdoor spaces and maintenance jobs logged immediately on site for action. Practice is shaped by Meaningful Family and/or Community Engagement: Children's health and dietary needs are supported by collecting information from families at the time of enrolment. Educators work alongside families who need ongoing support to seek medical advice and allied health support for their child/ren. Additional health screenings are accessed for children, for example dentist and hearing, and we work in collaboration with the Department for Education Support Services. 
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: Practice is embedded in service operations: The Nest has a child centred approach. We offer a broad range of experiences which provide opportunities for deepening understandings, developing theories and exposure to new ideas and experiences. Our program is based on the Early Years Learning Framework and supported by the Preschool Literacy and Numeracy Indicators. Routines are intentionally taught and developed to provide continuity for children, but allow flexibility to respond to individual and group needs. The Nest learning program is inclusive of mindfulness, intentional teaching, group and individual learnings experiences, self-directed and spontaneous learning opportunities. Our expansive outdoor learning environment enables the program to include extensive outdoor learning opportunities for children in and around nature.  Student voice is valued and children are encouraged to self-direct their learning and make choices about their learning. Staff plan collaboratively and have fortnightly Professional Learning Team meetings to discuss administration matters, student needs, engage in reflective practice, and participate in professional learning. Planning occurs on a fortnightly basis and includes reflection, identifying children's interests and future planning needs, and intentional learning goals are aligned to the EYLF. Each child has an individual Portfolio containing pedagogical documentation (including work samples, photos and learning stories) and in addition to this staff undertake formative assessments (e.g. observations, photos, questioning). Teacher’s develop individual support plans (One Plans) for identified children (ATSI, Children in Care, Children with additional needs). These plans are developed in consultation with families and reviewed throughout the year. Practice is informed by Critical Reflection: Critical Reflection occurs through formal and informal processes on an ongoing basis and is central to the Nest planning cycle. Weekly shared planning time and fortnightly Professional Learning Team meetings support opportunities for educators to engage in shared thinking and decision making, reflective practice and discussions about children's development and interest. Decisions about intentional teaching are made though staff knowledge of children's learning needs and learning opportunities are intentionally planned to be flexible, open ended and modified to meet the constantly changing needs and interests of the children. The resources and learning spaces provided aim to promote children to use their creativity and imagination. Children's requests for resources and educators scaffolding of ideas through questioning and discussions enhance children's agency of voice. Children are given opportunities to make independent play choices that follow their interests. Each day children are asked to contribute reflections about their day (e.g. What Went Well, bucket filling or bucket dipping).Practice is shaped by Meaningful Family and/or Community Engagement: When planning educators consider children's cultural and linguistic backgrounds along with other contextual information about children and their lives. Families are provided with ongoing opportunities to share in their child’s learning through online communication (e.g. Seesaw), participation in community events and programs (e.g. parents running art workshops or sharing a specialised skills or experience), informal daily interactions, and structured processes (e.g. 3 way interviews, Statement of Learning).
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: Practice is Embedded in Centre Operations: The Nest environment is expansive, rich in diversity and opportunities. The outdoor environment is substantial in size and provides a large range of planned and spontaneous learning experience, and endless opportunities to engage with nature. The outdoor garden includes many native plants and variety of textures and resources for children to explore.  The Nest has multiple outdoor learning spaces (e.g. Zen garden, Food Garden, Insect Garden) and indoor spaces (e.g. 3 Home Group Rooms, art studio and separate room for small group activities or meetings). The Nest children have regular access to the co located school facilities which includes library, gym, wildlife room, music centre and ovals, which provides additional opportunities for children’s learning. Throughout the day children have ongoing opportunities to choose between indoor and outdoor learning spaces. Different spaces within the Nest are created to provide a variety of play options  - passive, active or creative, and inside activities can often be followed through to the outside - e.g. dramatic play, construction and painting. The Nest is well resourced with materials and equipment to cater for a broad range of children's interests and developmental stages. Many opportunities for loose parts play, exploring the natural environment, and learning about sustainability are included in the learning program. Furniture is the appropriate size and height for children, and spaces are safe and flexible by design. A cleaner cleans the floors, table tops and bathrooms daily. Children are supported to become environmentally responsible and aware through explicitly  learning about composting and recycling, being actively involved in creating and maintaining the food garden which includes harvesting of the food for cooking or sharing, we have a worm farm, and the children learn to recycle their waste into the various bins provided. The outdoor learning environment has a ‘rain garden’ and 3 rainwater tanks collect water for children to use in their play spaces. Practice is informed by Critical Reflection: Educators plan a balanced range of activities outside to embrace all areas of the curriculum and ensure developmental levels and student interests are included. Learning spaces are flexible and regularly reorganised to stimulate children's play. Children are given opportunities to select their own activities and resources to enhance their play and develop their understandings. Educators extend children's interests and play by scaffolding with additional resources, finding information and materials, and giving opportunities for the play to continue in subsequent sessions.  Practice is shaped by Meaningful Family and/or Community Engagement: A sense of belonging is created for all children and families through the inclusion of resources, display and learning activities that represent the diverse background of the community. The Nest works alongside community groups such as BINSHIFT, Greenhill Living, Nature Play SA and Port Adelaide and Enfield Council to promote sustainability, recycling practice and nature based learning.
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: Embedded in Centre Operations: Department for Education staffing ratios are maintained at all times, which supports educators to work with small groups and individuals in order to enhance learning outcomes and develop positive relationships with children.  Across the week our Nest team consists of 1 Director of Learning, 5 teachers, and 6 support staff. Staffing rosters are on display and adapted when required to suit the needs of children. The rosters clearly outlines staff break times, planning time for teachers, administration time for educators, and daily set up support. Phone calls and administration matters go through the front office to reduce interruptions for Nest educators during session times. A member of the school leadership team is always available to provide additional support with children or families with challenging needs/complex behaviours. Teachers have opportunities to plan collaboratively through some common non-contact time, end of day admin time and at team meetings. The preschool Nest children attend in 2 `groups' with consistent session times. Educator rosters are aligned with these groups to ensure continuity of educators. Children who require additional support are supported primarily by only 1 or 2 support staff who have a detailed understanding of individual learning goals, interests, and backgrounds. The Nest staff culture is one of authentic collaboration; staff are flexible and responsive in their support of each other, children and families. The Director of Learning guides professional learning for Nest staff, facilitates fortnightly Professional Learning Team Meetings and provides clear expectations regarding Nest processes and policies. A documented procedure is in place for any grievances. Matters relating to NQF are discussed in Professional Learning Team meetings and individual conversations with Nest staff. All staff have a professional development plan and regular meetings with their line manager. Practice is informed by Critical Reflection: Nest educators have Professional Learning Team meetings to share knowledge and information about children, families and community matters. Increased staffing to support children with additional needs is timetabled to suit the needs of the children(i.e. separation from family, during group times). Staff recognise and acknowledge each other's strengths and utilise these in the Nest. Practice is shaped by Meaningful Family and/or Community Engagement :Nest staff conduct themselves in a professional manner and work honourably with families to develop trusting and caring relationships. The Nest staff work in collaboration with the Schools Aboriginal Education Team to support and connect with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Families. A Nest teacher leads the weekly playgroup session in the Nest, to foster relationships with families prior to enrolment. 
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: Practice is Embedded in Centre Operations: Developing strong, caring and positive relationships with children and families is integral to The Nest philosophy. Each child has a dedicated home group and primary educator who intentionally develops a strong connection and knowledge about the child. Strategies to establish a sense of belonging for children are intentional and differentiated for children. Home group educators use this information about a children to plan for their needs, interest and skills. We have a stable and consistent staff group, and work rosters have been developed to provide a consistency of educators for children and routines. Strong attachment with children is further developed by educators providing support and interactions during routines and transition times. Additional staffing is accessed to help support children with identified additional needs (e.g. Speech and language programs), in liaison with Department for Education Support Services. We intentionally provide small group and individual learning opportunities to foster children relationships with educators and their peers. All educators have undertaken professional learning in trauma informed practice (SMART & Berry Street Education Model), and intentional decisions about learning space design, resources, routines, and learning programs are aligned with this knowledge. Educators focus on supporting children to be independent in routines, and provide support to develop their skills in a developmentally appropriate manner. Unconditional positive regard is provided to all children. An educative approach is taken to support children to learn social skills, ways to solve problems, mange conflict, and accept responsibility for their choice. Educators explicitly teach self-regulation skills (e.g. breathing techniques, rhythmic activities) and provide support to children to co regulate as necessary. Educators focus on restorative practices and re engaging children into learning in safe and supported manner. Each year the values of ‘Care for ourselves, Care for each other, Care for our place’  are explicitly taught and reinforced throughout the year. This language provided a consistent framework for discussions and reflection with children.Practice is informed by Critical Reflection: In planning intentional decisions are made to support children to form strong and positive relationships with educators. This is achieved through identifying needs and interests, understanding cultural and family backgrounds, developing modified learning programs and providing small groups and individual learning opportunities. Educators regularly reflect upon children's needs both individually and collaboratively, this can then shared and reflected upon in  a professional manner with colleagues. Recent professional learning has focussed on educators knowledge and skills in supporting children with their social and emotional development ,and this supports the reflection process with educators. Practice is shaped by Meaningful Family and/or Community Engagement:Support for separating from families is handled sensitively, and in close collaboration with families. Educators with strong relationships with particular children support them when they maybe unsettled or upset. Nest educators work collaboratively with allied health providers to support children with additional needs.  All educators respect the diversity of the community and engages in respectful relationships with families. Group allocation takes into consideration existing friendships, language needs and family connections. Children participate in learning opportunities to develop their awareness and understanding of diversity.
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: Practice is Embedded in Centre Operations: The Nest educators intentionally focus on develop high quality relationships with our families and wider community through genuine, caring and respectful communication and connections. In The Nest each child has a Home Group Space and primary educator who knows the child well and is the first point of contact for families.  Each child has a portfolio containing information about their learning and development, which is available to families at all times. A variety of intentional practices are used to develop strong connections and to aid in the sharing of information with families, these include 1:1 enrolment interviews, Reverse Interviews, regular Seesaw communications, termly community events, frequent written communication to share the learning program, information sessions, and summative Statement of Learning . Our morning structures allows time for children and families to connect and settle into the day in welcoming environment and with ample time. Nest educators work in collaboration with the Alberton Primary Aboriginal Education Team to support connections with families, embed Aboriginal perspective into the learning program and work alongside allied health services. The Nest works in collaboration with Department for Education Support service and allied health services to provide additional support to children and families. A playgroup is run by a teacher each Friday morning in the Nest, which is a very strong connection point for our wider community. Playgroup families are intentionally invited to community events to welcome them to the wider school community. Nest families are represented on whole of Site Governing Council. Nest educators intentionally develop connections with wider community groups to provide services to families (e.g. dentist visits, health checks, speech pathology) and learning experience for children (e.g. Bub n Bake, Greenhill Living).Practice is informed by Critical Reflection:Student support plans (One Plans) are written for any children with additional needs to ensure their needs are being planned for and included in the Nest program. Staff utilise BSSOs to support with communication and connection with families as required. Nest educators work alongside families to support them to connect to allied health services and community organisations as required.  Practice is shaped by Meaningful Family and/or Community Engagement: Enrolment and transition processes are intentionally designed to focus on early connection with children and families to support a smooth transition into the Nest. This includes individual enrolment interviews with Nest educators, transition visits, information sessions, and detailed information packs. Information is sensitively gathered about children’s interests, development, cultural and family background. A Volunteer policy and processes is set up to encourage family and community members to be involved. A variety formats are used to gain feedback including surveys, conversations, meetings, and feedback sheets. Nest newsletters are sent home two times a term and access to community information is provided in writing and through online communication. The Alberton School community intentionally plans community events each term to provide opportunities for children and families across the site to connect and participate in shared experiences. 
	Quality Area 7: Governmance and Leadership: Practice is Embedded in Centre Operations: The philosophy statement is on display in home group rooms and reviewed annually. The Nest has a designated office spaces for administration work to be completed, documents to be stored, and confidential meetings to be held. Staff have office space and personal devices to enable them to undertake planning and administration tasks.  Data is entered into the Department for Education EYS system regularly. Attendance of children is managed through our sign in and out processes that are then entered into our system electronically. All staff and volunteers comply with required training and clearance. Site Leadership conducts induction and RRHAN training for volunteers annually and at point of need. A point of need system for review exists, to ensure that if at any stage a process or policy needs updating to meet changing needs of the Nest. Excursion requests and Risk Assessment are managed by Nest staff. Staff qualification records are managed through Early Years Department for Education HR management system. Critical incidents and injuries are reported to Department for Education and/or regulatory authority as required through IRMS. The Nest has an induction policy for new staff in place overseen by the Leadership Team. Relief educators receive initial induction as part of the sign in procedures. The Nest Leader is a member of the whole site leadership team. The leadership team meets weekly to discuss matters at a whole site level. All Nest educators are line managed by the Nest Leader and have a Personal Development Plan. The Nest Leader has many years leadership experience in early years educational settings and is an active member of the Le Fevre Early Years Portfolio.Practice is informed by Critical Reflection: Reflection on practice, process and children's development  is the core of our work. Review of the PQIP is embedded into the Nest's Professional Learning Teams ongoing work, through their regular meetings and ongoing collaboration. Reflective practice occurs in everyday work and through intentional planned processes. This includes, individual meetings with families; group weekly reflection discussions in planning meetings, review of processes or practice in PLT meetings, and term 4 review days. Feedback is provided to all staff through the Personal Development Plan process, formal processes (e.g. written, 1:1 meeting) and informal process (conversations, coaching). Practice is shaped by Meaningful Family and/or Community Engagement: Information from the annual preschool based surveys is also used to refine the Nest operations The highly effective relationships educators develop with families have been key to our ability to work through any concerns and complex situations. Families are regularly informed of the Nest learning program, and events through online platforms (e.g. Seesaw, SchoolBag), written communication (e.g. newsletters) and verbal interactions (e.g. at pick up times, interviews). Nest families are member of the site based Governing Council that meets regularly and provides whole of site governance. 
	Timeline: 
	Challenge of practice Success criteria: Children will use more complex vocabulary (Tier 3 and 3 words) in their oral language.Children will be able to Identify syllables in words.Children will be able to identify and produce rhyming words.Children will orally identify the initial sounds in words.
	Goal 1: To extend children's vocabulary and develop children's phonological awareness skills.
	Challenge of practice: If we use evidence based pedagogy to intentionally plan for and explicitly teach phonological awareness and vocabulary, then we will develop children's phonological awareness skills and build children's vocabulary.
	Goal 2: 
	Challenge of practice 2: 
	Goal 2: Actions 1: 
	Goal 2: Actions 2: 
	Goal 2: Actions 3: 
	Goal 2: Actions 4: 
	Priority Row 1: To embed updated planning cycle processes and structures into the Nest. This will include: • Increased opportunities and focus on collaborative planning• Revised process for documenting and reflecting upon intentional and spontaneous learning• New processes to document and monitor children’s learning and development
	Priority Row 2: 
	Priority Row 3: 
	NQS links Row1: 1.11.21.3
	NQS links Row2: 
	NQS links Row3: 
	Key steps row 1: All staff to have agreed understanding and knowledge of updated Planning Cycle processes and structures, including student assessment.
	Key steps row 2: Timetables and meeting schedule to be inclusive of greater collaborative planning and self reflection opportunities. 
	Key steps row 3: Coaching and mentoring with staff to develop skills and knowledge required for effective planning, reflection and  assessment.
	Key steps row 4: 
	Key steps row 5: 
	Key steps row 6: 
	Key steps row 7: 
	Key steps row 9: 
	Timeline Row 1: Focus work Term 1 Week 0 - 5
	Timeline Row 2: To be developed by Week 1 term 1. 
	Timeline Row 3: PLT/PLE - Term 1 - 4
	Timeline Row 4: 
	Timeline Row 5: 
	Timeline Row 6: 
	Timeline Row 7: 
	Timeline Row 8: 
	Timeline Row 9: 
	Resources Row 1: PLT/PLT timeEYLF/Preschool Literacy and Numeracy Indicators
	Resources Row 2: PLT/PLE time
	Resources Row 3: PLT/PLE time
	Resources Row 4: 
	Resources Row 5: 
	Resources Row 6: 
	Resources Row 7: 
	Resources Row 8: 
	Resources Row 9: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 1: Leader (BM) to lead with Nest staff.All educators to engage in new learning and adapt to new planning cycle structures. 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 2: Leaders (BM & DJ) to develop NIT.PLT/PLE schedules and communicate with Nest Team.
	Roles and responsibilities Row 3: Leader (BM) to facilitate coaching and mentoring.All educators participate in reflection and new learning
	Roles and responsibilities Row 4: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 5: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 6: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 7: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 8: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 9: 
	Key steps row 8: 
	NQS links 1: 
	NQS links2: 
	NQS links 3: 
	NQS links 4: 
	Timeline 2: 
	Timeline 3: 
	Timeline 4: 
	Roles and responsibilities 1: 
	Roles and responsibilities 2: 
	Roles and responsibilities 3: 
	Roles and responsibilities 4: 
	Resources 1: 
	Resources 2: 
	Resources 3: 
	Resources 4: 
	Goal 1: Actions 1: Deepen educators knowledge in evidence based pedagogy in the teaching of Phonological Awareness and Vocabulary
	Goal 1: Actions 2b: Educators will intentional embed the teaching of vocabulary and phonological awareness through:• Explicit daily literacy learning groups (using PreLit Framework)• Explicitly teaching Tier 2/3 vocabulary linked to all areas of learning• Establishing word walls and text rich environments• Intentionally embedding PA and Vocabulary learning opportunities into daily interactions, routines and children’s self directed learning
	Goal 1: Actions 3c: Educators will collaboratively plan for, and reflect upon, the teaching of vocabulary and phonological awareness, following the PreLit scope and sequence. 
	Goal 1: Actions 4d: Build educators capacity to collect and analyse data and evidence of learning, to inform planning and monitor children’s progress. 
	NQS links a: 7.2.3
	NQS links b: 1.2.11.2.2
	NQS links c: 1.3.11.3.2
	NQS links d: 1.3.11.3.2
	Timeline a: • Term 1 2022 - PreLit PD• week 0  2022- PLT/PLE scheduled to be developed • regular PLT/PLE meetings Term 1 -4
	Timeline b: • Week 1 Term 1 -Daily Literacy groups to be planned for and timetabled daily.• By start of term 2 PreLit to be used as framework• Fortnightly planning to identify Tier 2/3 words
	Timeline c: • Meetings fortnightly (min) terms 1-4
	Timeline d: • Week 10 Term 1 PASM & Week 5• Term 4 PASMPreLit screener• Fortnightly observation focus
	Roles and responsibilities a: • 2 x Teachers /1 Leader (BM) to attend PreLit Training.• Teachers/Educators to actively engage in PLT/PLE meetings• Leader (BM) - PLT/PLE structure, facilitating and leading Professional learning, organising PreLit PD
	Roles and responsibilities b: • Leader (BM)-  PreLit Resources• Teachers - intentional planning, of literacy groups and vocab teaching and creating learning environment (text rich & word walls).• All Educators - Explicit teaching and embedding skills in planned and spontaneous learning.
	Roles and responsibilities c: • Leader (BM) - establishing common  release times and PLT/PLE structures• Teachers- Commit and participate in fortnightly planning meetings, observations and documentation of children’s learning.• Co Educators - Ongoing observations and documentation of children’s learning, attending some PLT meetings (depending upon work roster).
	Roles and responsibilities d: • Leader (BM) - coaching and mentoring• Teachers - PASM/PreLit screening, word walls and floor book documentation.• All Educators - Ongoing observations and documentation of children’s learning
	Resources a: • PreLit Professional Learning = $1500 (2 x  TRT days = $1100)• Coaching and Mentoring from Leader (BM)• PLT/PLE Professional Learning Time •Preschool Literacy Guidebooks• PreLit resources
	Resources b: • PreLit resources and texts = $500•Preschool Literacy Guidebooks• PLT/PLE Professional Learning time & Nest Release schedule. 
	Resources c: • PLT/PLE Professional Learning time & Nest Release schedule. •Preschool Literacy Guidebooks• Coaching and Mentoring from Leaders• Preschool Literacy Indicators• EYLF
	Resources d: •PASM/PreLit Screeners/PASM tool• Coaching and Mentoring from Leader (BM)
	Statement of Philosophy: The Nest, at Alberton Primary, is a vibrant learning community where children, families and educators work together to provide the best foundation for each child's individual development and well being. We acknowledge the Kaurna people as the original custodians of the land on which The Nest is located. We strive to ensure our practices are respectful and inclusive of all cultures, religion, abilities, gender and families.We intentionally create a supportive environment which is caring and welcoming to children and their families, and in which reciprocal relationships are valued. We respect our families as the first teachers of their children and work together to build trusting relationships which encourage family participation. Our Reggio inspired learning environment is diverse and promotes creativity, inquiry, collaboration and risk-taking. We value the learning environment as the third teacher and intentionally create flexible spaces and opportunities for children to explore and be inspired. Children are provided with extensive opportunities to learn outdoors and use natural materials in their play. Developing environmental awareness and embedding sustainability practices are integral to the Nest. We see children as competent and capable learners who come to us with a wealth of knowledge and ideas about the world. Educators promote children's learning by planning and implementing an engaging and meaningful program that provides opportunities for children to learn through play, intentional teaching, and spontaneous learning experiences. The learning program reflects children's interests, strengths and needs. The Nest's integrated setting promotes and supports children to learn with and from each other. Children in the Nest have a genuine voice and choice in both their learning and the learning environment.In the Nest, educators work alongside children to ‘Care for ourselves, Care for each other and Care for our place’.
	Challenge of practice Success criteria 2: 


